Your Most Comprehensive
Security Solution
Did you know the average cost of a data breach in Canada is $5.78 million, or $255 per
lost or stolen record? Many breaches are the result of employee error rather than malicious
attacks. With mobile devices, multiple access points and data stored both on premises and
outside your organization, a simple mistake can cost you millions.

Securing Your Organization:
Where to Start?
Relying on a single product or generic security
solution leaves your organization at risk and disrupts
your employees and operations. Instead, you need a
complete and holistic security strategy that balances
security with productivity and collaboration. How can
you achieve this? With a deep understanding of the
cyber threat landscape, your organization’s unique
security posture and the solutions available to you.

The rise of remote work and Cloud
technology means that modern workplaces
need a comprehensive security solution
that enhances performance and teamwork.

A Powerful Security Suite
Avaleris has an intimate understanding of Microsoft’s
security solutions and how they simultaneously
provide enhanced user experience, maximum
data protection and complete IT control. In our
Microsoft Advanced Security Briefing, you’ll receive
a comprehensive understanding of your current
security posture and a strategy outlining how the
Microsoft Security Suite of products can transform
your business.

Our Microsoft Advanced Security Briefing covers:
Threat Landscape Overview
Gain valuable insight into the current cyber
threat landscape presenting an imminent risk to
organizations across the globe. The more you know
about data breaches and cyber security, the better
prepared you’ll be to successfully protect
your organization.
M365 Security Technologies
Receive a detailed introduction to Microsoft 365
Security Technologies, which brings together Office
365, Windows 10 and Enterprise Mobility and Security.
This comprehensive, intelligent solution is built on the
foundation of a Secure Productive Enterprise and
empowers teams to work together, securely.
You’ll learn how Microsoft 365 excels in security and
compliance, enables you to protect personal data
from loss or unauthorized access and disclosure,
and helps you to comply with new standards for
transparency, accountability and record keeping.

O365 Security

Why Avaleris?

Discover how your organization can use O365
Security to empower your users in a secure
environment. O365 is a collaborative, insightful and
user-friendly solution that will enable users to be
productive on an integrated and unified platform.

Avaleris is a trusted advisor to hundreds of Microsoft’s
largest private and public sectors. We go beyond
solution deployments. Our team develops an in-depth
understanding of your business objectives to ensure
you reach your goals and gain the most value from your
technology investments. Through strategic planning,
well-executed deployments and a focus on user
adoption, Avaleris delivers tailored solutions that deliver
maximum ROI.

Enterprise Mobility and Security (EMS)
Learn how EMS integrates five of Microsoft’s robust
security solutions in a single suite of products,
including Azure Active Directory Premium, Microsoft
Intune, Azure Information Protection, Microsoft
Cloud App Security and Advanced Threats Analytics.
Designed for modern workplaces with multiple
devices and Cloud technologies, this comprehensive
solution increases productivity and collaboration
while providing maximum IT security and control.

Avaleris clients benefit from our extensive
deployment experience, deep technical
knowledge of Microsoft products and
commitment to ongoing client success.

Avaleris focuses exclusively on hybrid identity,
enterprise mobility, and cloud security, enabling
businesses to improve their agility and security while
enabling employee productivity and collaboration.

Ready to secure your
organization with
Avaleris?
Reach out to us to discuss your
project objectives.
1-844-996-9695
info@avaleris.com
www.avaleris.com

